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Preamble

The goal of this presentation is to collect feedback 
about some ongoing work and some ideas that 
could become projects of interest for the HEP 
community

Some of these ideas are very draft, some of them 
are more mature

Please comment!
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Who I am
Computing science background

Working in the field of computing for high-energy physics since 1992

software development for scientific data management (data transfer 
over high-throughput networks, mass storage & retrieval, 
cataloguing, ...) and operations of IT services for research

Involved in grid computing projects since 2000 and in particular in the 
deployment of the computing infrastructure for the LHC since 2004

technical leader of the French contribution to this infrastructure (1 
tier-1, 6 tier-2s, 3 tier-3s)

member of the management board and grid deployment board of 
the WLCG collaboration

Deputy director of IN2P3 computing centre, which hosts and operates 
the French WLCG tier-1
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Topics

Ongoing work

Online file store

Analytics platform

Miscellaneous
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Ongoing Work
Integration between Torque and AFS

End goal: allow IHEP computing centre end-users to read & 
write files from within their batch jobs running in the local farm

a mechanism is needed to automatically and securely provide 
Torque-managed jobs with AFS tokens

A solution to this problem was identified as urgently needed

to avoid using NFS for storing output from jobs

We built-a-proof of concept of the required ingredients to build 
the final solution

Qiulan is working on validating and wrapping them 
appropriately
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Online File Store
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Grid Overview
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Hundreds of grid sites 
serving thousands of 

users



Grid Overview (cont.)
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End-user either installs 
the User Interface layer 
in his laptop or uses a UI 
service provided by one 
of the grid sites (local 
account for interactive 

work required).

That UI allows him to 
command and control his 
interaction with the grid.

His individual data is 
stored in a grid storage 
element or “downloaded” 

from the grid to be 
permanently stored in a 
site’s local storage (AFS, 
Lustre, GPFS,...) or in his 

laptop



File Store: Motivation

End-users of the WLCG infrastructure don’t have 
convenient tools to manage their individual data

The middleware deployed at WLCG sites was 
designed for solving the data movement, data 
cataloguing and data access needs for the 
experiment’s central operations

FTS, LFC, DQ2, PhEDEx, ...
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File Store: Motivation (cont.)

Frequent operations should be simple for end-users

storing a file

retrieving a file

deleting a file

sharing a file with a colleague in the same 
analysis group

...
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File Store: Motivation (cont.)

For the end-user, the main device for interacting 
with his data is his laptop

a better integration of the laptop to the grid/
cloud data management tools would be welcome
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Online File Store: Vision

To provide the end-user an storage service for his individual files

in our context, end-users are the members of the HEP 
community

Illusion of an extension of the laptop’s storage

the user interacts with the system by using the usual tools 
and metaphors he has on his laptop for manipulating local 
files, e.g. file explorer, drag & drop, ...
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Online File Store: Vision (cont.)

The providers of the service would be the HEP 
computing centres

good national and international connectivity, 24x7 
service, expertise in running IT services, trustable, ...

the data would be physically located in file servers 
managed and operated by those centres
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Online File Store: Vision (cont.)

Reduced set of basic operations
list, store, retrieve, delete files

create and delete directories

Use-case profile: retrieve much more frequent than 
store
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Online File Store: Vision (cont.)

Grid jobs running on the grid should also have the possibility 
to access the store

kind of personal storage element
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File Store: Goal

The goal of this project is to build a prototype of 
an online file storage service

Scale (of the target system)

Per-user storage: 1 TB to 2 TB (extensible)

Typical file sizes: 95% of files for analysis of 
ATLAS users are smaller than 100MB [1]

Few hundred users served by each computing 
centre
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File Store: Requirements
Data will be physically stored in servers operated by 
computing centers

must be manageable at a reasonable cost

to keep cost manageable must use commodity 
hardware

must not need data to be backed up

Store must be accessible from the user’s grid jobs 
and from particular his laptop

either natively or within a virtual machine
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File Store: Requirements (cont.)

Reduced set of operations

store, retrieve, delete, list files

create and delete directories

neither seek not partial read/write are 
supported

Sharing of files with other users must be possible

notion of ‘group’ should be defined by the user
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File Store: Requirements (cont.)

Availability

must tolerate unavailability of computing centers 
hosting the data, as well as intra- and inter-center 
network failures

no single point of failure

Confidentiality

use secured channels for transporting the data 
from and to the servers

is encrypting the data on disk required or desirable?
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File Store: Requirements (cont.)
Performance

no stringent I/O performance requirements

the store is NOT intended to be used as a high-
performance file system to serve the data directly 
to the applications, but rather as resilient and 
extensible repository for storing files

however, some level of interactivity would be 
welcome: storing and retrieving a 100MB should 
ideally take about 5-10 seconds (from a laptop 
connected in the user’s office)
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File Store: Requirements (cont.)

Scalability

system needs to scale horizontally by adding 
new file servers

Resiliency

system must automatically handle inevitable 
failures in disk servers and network partitioning
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File Store: Requirements (cont.)

Sharing of files among authorized users must be 
possible and easy

this imposes some constraints on the selected 
authentication and authorization mechanism

Interface

API and CLI interface required

optionally HTTP(S) API

see StratusLab’s [2] survey results
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File Store: Building Blocks
Hardware

20 commodity computers with 1TB or 2TB internal 
or external disks and 1Gbps network card

interconnected by a fast network switch
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Estimated cost of such a 
configuration (2 TB):

500-600US$ or 
3000-4000RMB per 

server



File Store: Building Blocks (cont.)

Software: server side

most of the available software for building cloud-
based infrastructure mainly focused on tools for 
managing the life cycle of virtual machines 
(OpenNebula, Eucalyptus, Nimbus, ...)

Distributed Hash Table open source implementations

Project Voldermort [4]

Cassandra [5]

OpenStack Object Storage [6]
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These implementations 
share several concepts 
with Dynamo [3], the 

Amazon original system 
used for S3



File Store: Building Blocks (cont.)

Client side

several tools available for interacting with Amazon S3-compatible APIs

s3fs

PersistentFS

s3cmd

jetS3t

Cyberduck

ExpandDrive

...

Neither of those tools deal with grid credentials

the usage of current and future grid credentials (e.g. X509-based proxies) 
needs to be explored
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Analytics Platform
Observation: the systems used for operating a computing 
centre produce significant amount of data that are not fully 
exploited

except for some monitoring

Goal: to build a platform for storing and retrieving data for 
doing analytics

Wikipedia: “analytics is the application of computing 
technology and statistics to solve problems in business and 
industry”

The problems we want to solve is the ones related to the 
operations of a HEP computing centre (such as IHEP or 
IN2P3)
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Analytics platform (cont.)

Examples

is the batch farm correctly configured to 
satisfying the changing demand?

how much data do we receive from site A? 
Should we increase the network bandwidth with 
that site?

what are the patterns of data storage of our 
users? Are the provided storage services 
adequate for those patterns?
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Analytics Platform (cont.)
An analytics platform involves

data extraction (from the different sources)

data storage

(efficient tools for) data analysis

presentation (visualization)

The platform should be separated from the data 
sources, so not to disturb the operations of the 
services
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Discussion
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Thank You
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Backup Slides
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Dynamo Model Characteristics
Availability

data is automatically (and asynchronously) replicated to multiple 
file servers within the same data centre or across data centres

Symmetry & decentralization

every file server plays an identical role: no single point of 
failure, no network bottleneck

Manageability

failed file servers can be replaced with no downtime

Elasticity

read and write throughput both increase linearly as more file 
servers are added to the system
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Dynamo Model Characteristics (cont.)
Heterogeneity

system exploits the heterogeneity of the infrastructure (network throughput 
and latencies, file server capacities, etc.). This allows for adding new more 
powerful file servers without having to upgrade them at once

Eventual consistency

replicated copies of the same data may not all be consistent at any given 
moment in time, but the system is designed for them to be eventually 
consistent

conflict resolution may be implemented at the store level or at the 
application level

e.g. “last write wins”

Data model

distributed key-value store

partitioning of data among the file servers is done using consistent hashing
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Logical Layout: Ring
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File servers are 
organized in logical 

rings.

Each server is 
responsible for storing 
the values associated to 
one or more ranges in 

the key space.

Each node in the ring 
knows which peer node 
is responsible for storing 
& retrieving a (key,value) 

pair. 


